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The multiple: access is not a very old topic and especially it is developed inrecently
much and it can even be developed.It has been determined to military satellitecommunication
practices.because it is a secure satcom techniques which is in general to supply access.
Multiple: access protocols are used in conjunction with many different types of broad
cast channels. They have been used for satellite and wireless channels, whose nodes transmit
over a common frequency spectrum. They are currently used in the upstream channel for
cable access to the Internet .And they are extensively used in local area networksfl.Abls).
Chapter one concerned the design of improved wireless radio networks. The mobille: or
indoor radio channel is characterized

by 'multipath reception': The signal offered to the:

receiver contains not only a direct line-of-sight radio wave, but also a large: number of
reflected radio waves. These reflected waves interfere with the direct wave, which causes
significant degradation of the performance: of the network. A wireless network has to be
designed in such way that the adverse effect of these reflections is minimized. Another critical
design objectiven is high spectrum efficiency. The latter should ensure that the network can
accommodate as many users possible within a given frequency band.

Chapter two presents 'fDMA as a technology for digital transmission of radio signals
for example, a mobile telephone: and a radio base station. Kn 'fDMA, the: frequency band is
split into a number of channels, which are stacked into short time units, so that several calls
can share a single channel without interfering with one another. 'fDMA is used by the: G§M
digital mobile: standard.
•

•

Kn chapter three: : The system provides two-way commı..ınications bet~ee:ırıı Gateway

Hub Earth Stations (GHE§s) and end-user Remote Terminals (RTs), with the Network
Management Station (NM§) managing the proper operation of the network Furthermore, the
GJHDE§s provide gateway between the Eutelsat D§A'f 160 network and external networks (e.g.
P§TN, JP>ABX). Kn this way, any RT user can communicate with an end-user outside the
D§AT 160 network
Kırı. chapter four: Slotted ALOHA is highly decentralized,
collisions and independently

as each node detects

decides when to retransmit. (Slotted ALOHA does, however,

require the slots to be synchronized in the nodes; we'll shortly discuss anunslotted version of
the ALOHA protocol, as wen as C§MA protocols; noe of which require suchynchronization
and are therefore fully decentralized.) Slotted ALOHA is also an extremely simple protocol.
In chapter five: Multiple access protocols are used in conjunction with many different
types of broadcast channels. They have been used for satellite and wireless channels, whose

nodes transmit over a common frequency spectrum.
Kn chapter six: Satellite categorisation is based upon the type of orbit and area of

coverage.When choosing an orbit for a communications satellite it is generally best to avoid!
the regions around the earth of intense radiation, the Van Alien belts, where high-energy
particles from the sun are entrapped!by the Earth's magnetic field.

•
••

•
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This project addresses the design of improved wireless radio networks. The mobile or
indoor radio channel is characterized by 'multipath reception': The signal offered to the receiver contains not only a direct line-of-sight radio wave, but also a large number of reflected
radio waves. These reflected waves interfere with the direct wave, which causes significant
degradation of the performance of the network. A wireless network has to be designed in such
way that the adverse effect of these reflections is minimized. Another critical design objective
is high spectrum efficiency. The latter should ensure that the network can accommodate as
many users possible within a given frequency band.
The effects of (multipath) radio propagation, modulation, and coding and signal processing
techniques oırı. the spectrum efficiency and performance of wireless radio networks are studied, in particular Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and related transmission methods.
Most conventional modulation techniques are sensitive to intersymbol interference ı..ınless the
channel symbol rate is small compared to the delay spread of the channel. OFDM is significandy less sensitive to intersymbol interference, because a special set of signals is used tobuıı,

ild the composite transmitted signal. The basic idea is that each bit occupies a frequency- time
window which ensures little or no distortion of the waveform. In practice it means that bits are
transmitted in parallel over a number of frequency nonselective channels. This technique is

for instance used in digital audio broadcasting (DAB).

There am many equivalent ways to describe MC-CDMA:
I. MC-CDMA is a form of CDMA or spread! spectrum, but we apply the spreading in the
frequency domain (rather than in the time domain as in Direct Sequence CDMA).
2. MC-CDMA is a form of Direct Sequence CDMA, but after spreading, a Fourier Trans
form (JFJFT) is performed.
3. MC-CDMA is a form of Orthogonal frequency Division Multiplexing (OJFDM), but
we first apply an orthogonal matrix operation to the user bits. Therefor, MC-CDMA is
sometimes also called "CDMA-OlFDM".
4. MC-CDMA is a form of Direct Sequence CDMA, but our code sequence is the Fou
rier Transform of a Walsh. Hadamard sequence.
5. MC-CDMA is a form of frequency diversity. Each bit is transmitted simultaneously
(Rn parallel) on many different subcarriers. Each subcarrier has a (constant) phase of
fset. The set of frequency offsets form a code to distinguish different users.
JP>.§. Our MC-CDMA is NOT the same as DS-CDMA using multiple carriers.

o

Compared! to Direct Sequence (DS) CDMA

o

DS-CDMA is a method! to sham spectrum among multiple simultaneous users.

Moreover, it can exploit frequency diversity, using Direct Sequence (DS) receivers.
However, iırıı a disp ersive multipath. channel, DS-CDMA with a spread! factor N can
accommodate N simultaneous users only if highly complex interference cancellation

•

techniques are used. Kını practice this is difficult to implement. MC-CDMA can handle N
simultaneous users with good BER, using standard receiver techniques.
o

Compared! to OFDM.

To avoid! excessive bit errors on subcarriers that are in a deep fade, OFDM typically applies
coding. Hence, the number of subcarriers needed is larger than the number of bits or symbols
transmitted simultaneously. MC-CDMA replaces this encoder by an NxN matrix operation.
Our initial results reveal an improved! BER See: Derivation
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This figure I .1 shows the possible implementation of an Multi-Carrier spread-spectrum
transmitter. Each bit is transmitted over N different subcarriers. Each subcarrier has its own
phase offset, determined by the spreading code. Code Division Multiple Access systems allow
simultaneous transmission of several such user signals on the same set of subcarriers. fo the
downlink multiplexer, this can be implernen ted using aırıı Inverse FFT and a Code Matrix.

•

This figure 1 .2 shows FFT implementation of an MC-CDMA base station multiplexer
and transmitter.
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Each bit is transmitted over N different subcarriers. Each subcarrier has its own phase
offset, determined by the spreading code. Note that the code is fixed over time, but only varies
with subcarrier frequency.

The above transmitter cam also be implemented as a Direct-Sequence CDMA transmit
ter, i.e., one in which the user signal is multiplied by a fast code sequence. However, the new
code sequence is the Discrete Fourier Transform of a binary, say, Walsh Hadamard! code sequ
ence, so it has complex values.

'\{it

t

•

This figure X .4 shows the alternative implementation of a Multi-Carrier spreadspectrum transmitter, using the Direct sequence principle.
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Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detect (C§MA/CD) is the protocol for carrier
tran smission access in Ethernet networks. On Ethernet, any device can try to send a frame at
any time. Each device senses whether the line is idle and therefore available to be used. ff it
is, the device begins to transmit its first frame. ff another device has tried to send at the same
rime, acollision is said to occur and the frames are discarded. Each device then waits a
random amo- unt of time and! retries until successful in getting its transmission sent.
"'"'- new generation of fast, data-rich, multimedia services accessed instantly over mobile handsets is emerging worldwide.

The technology which makes this possible is named 3G, or

third-generation telecommunications.

Every telecom operator, developer and vendor in the

'orld is going to be affected! by this technology as telecommunication evolves towards a third
generation of networks, services and applications .
••..e WCDMA standard provides seamless global evolution from today's G§M with support

f the worlds' largest mobile operators. This global choice oırıı. the part of so many operators is
••

"'result of WCD1\f.:.A technology's robust capabilities, being built on open standards, wide
- ging mobile multimedia possibility, and vast potential economies of scale.

Tee good news is that the transition towards this exciting new technology win be safe,
al. ?artnering with Ericsson, operators can tailor their network

t a revolution. On the one

Working with Ericsson, operators cam keep their core technologies and! investments in place,
while enhancing their systems for the third! generation mobile multi-media services. Operators
will have maximum reuse of their original investments while moving towards full 3G services at their owırıı speed, according to their owırıı needs.

Because WCDMA technology is evolved! from existing G§M technology, operators do nothave to transform their networks when they move from 2G to 3G, or throw infrastructure away
and! start from scratch. The move to 3G optimizes operators' existing 2G infrastructure, enabling it to co-exist profitably with the new WCDMA system. The operators' G§M equipment incrementally enhanced! by WCDMA - can continue to offer services and! generate revenues
within the WCDMA 3G network. The old! and! the new technology complement each other,
forming a highly flexible, seamless network system.

WCDMA will dominate 3G and! is fully compatible with GSM, but G§M operators can also
choose to deploy EDGE in their existing G§M spectrum - alone or together with theirWCDMA networks. EDGE is defined as a 3G technology, according to J[MT-2000. Most of theworId's operators

have

chosen

to

use

WCDMA

as

their

preferred

3G

technology.

TDMA operators have two migration paths to choose from. They can migrate to G§M
and .from them on to WCDMA, or they can go via CDMA to CDMA2000. Ericsson is a prov
en and! experienced partner in TDMA/ CDMA technology as well as GSM.

JPDC networks, used in Japan, will evolve into WCDMA, whereas 2G cdmaôrıe (or_ KS-95)
will progress to CDMA2000. Ericsson is one of only two suppliers in the world! who provide
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?DC infrastructure.

AB telecom roads lead to 3G. Because Ericsson. offers a full range of second and thirdgenera
tion solutions it can ensure that whatever 2G system operators are using, their core networks
and competencies can be updated and retained during migration to 3G.
Operators can implement the capacity they need when they need it, progressing towards 3G
safe in the knowledge that their evolutionary path will be smooth and profitable.

This figure 1.5 shows Multiple-Frequency Time Division Access.
Multi-Prequerıcy Time Division Multiple Access. Aramiska uses different frequencies to trans
mit data via satellite. MlF-TDMA aHmZ.s signals to "search" for available slots between the dif
fererıt frequencies and send the data via these available slots.

"

Eutelsat
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The D§AT 160 is based on Single-Channel-per-Carrier

(§CPC) and Demand Assigned

Muhip le Access (DAMA) technology which provides an effective and attractive method to
support thin to medium telephony traffic while reducing space segment and ground segment
costs. Instead of dedicated point-to-point links, the system assigns the satellite resources on
demand. A much smaller amount of satellite bandwidth can be shared, thus taking advantage
of the ran dom and occasional nature of telephony traffic. Since the DAMA system assigns

bandwidth on a per can basis, full Mesh single hop connectivity is possible.
ırır~mı:r: ır@[lll@Il@ru,
The D§AT 160 system can support both Pre-Assigned Multiple Access (PAMA) and Demand
Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) voice and data circuits. AH circuits use one satellite hop
and can be configured with any combination of Mesh (remote-to-remote) or Star (remote-to
hub) connectivity. The DAMA bandwidth pool can be divided into three levels of can priority
(high, medium and low). The highest priority is reserved for the most critical channels while

the lowest is for typical DAMA calls. The extreme flexibility of this system will support any
traffic plan.

.
••

z.ı. §JPIP?JEA]IJ) §lPJECC'IrIP?JUM M1IJJL 'II'IIJPJLJE ACCJE§§
Kını a spread spectrum communication system users employ signals which occupy a
significantly larger bandwidth than the symbol rate. Such a signalling scheme provides some advantages which are primarily of interest in secure communication systems, e.g., low
probability of intercept or robustness to jamming. Kn this problem we explore the inherent
multiple access capability of spread spectrum signalling, i.e., the ability to support simultaneous transmissions iırıı the same frequency band.
In. the sequel, assume that the communication channel is an additive white Gaussian noise
channel with spectral height No I 2 .

1. One user employs the following signal set to transmit equally likely binary symbols
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Draw a block diagram of the receiver which minimizes the probability of a bit error
for this signal set.
l. Compute the probability of errôr achieved by your receiver.
2. Now, a second users transmits one of the following signals with equal probability
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Both signals are transmitted simultaneously, such that the received signal is given by
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where Na is the noise process and

#,9 j

D {

@9

JJ.} indicate which symbol each of theus-

em is transmitting. We are interested! in receiving the first user's signal in the presence of the second (interfering) user.
find the probability of error of your receiver from part (a) for distinguishing between
§ı[))(l)(a)

and §JJ.(1)(rl) if the received signal is given by (1). Which value does theprob

ability of error approach if the amplitude Al2 of the interfering user approaches

t)Ç.

3. find the minimum probability of error receiver for distinguishing between §®(ll){ıt} and
4. §n(ıt){ıt} in the presence of the interfering signal §i2){ıt}, i.e., if the signal is received
5. given by ( l ). Note: You do not need to find the probability of error for this receiver.
6. Indicate the locations of the relevant signals and! the decision regions for your receiver
from part (dl) in a suitably chosen and accurately labeled signal space. Indicate also the
decision boundary formed by the receiver from part (a).

z.z, 1flIMJE ]D)JIVJI§JI(O)N M1IJJL1fJIIpıJLJE A(C(CJE§§
TDMA a technology for digital transmission of radio signals between, for example, a
mobile telephone and a radio base station. In TDMA, the frequency band! is split into a numb

er of channels, which are stacked into short time units, so that several calls can share a single
channel without interfering with one another. TDMA is used by the GSM digital mobile
standard.
TDMA is based on the KS-136 standard.His one of the world's most widely deployed!
digital wireless systems. H provides a natural evolutionary path for analog AMJP§ networks,

•

offers efficient coverage and is wen suited to emerging applications, such as wireless virtual
private networks (VPNs), and is the ideal platform for PCS (Personal Communication Servic
es).

z.s, (['(O)]D)JE ]D)IlVJI§JI(O)N M1IJJL1flIIP'lLJE

A(['(['JE:§§

CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) is a"spread spectrum" technology. By spreading information contained in a particular signal over a much greater bandwidth than theori10

ginal signal, it offers 'fDMA operators significant increases in coverage. CDMA enhances
TOMA to a predominantly 2G digital system. With CDMA operators canenlarge their capacity by up to eight to ten times and offer users better can quality. (also known as D-AMIPS) is.

Offering high quality voice service, advanced features and RJF management, Nortel
Networks 'fDMA solutions are the choice of many successful network operators around the
world. Nortel Net-works comprehensive 'fDMA Radio Access and Circuit Switching portfoli
os offer:

o

Support for both 800 MDHz and! 1900 l\.1DHz

o

Cost savings through industry-leading capacity, top-rated RJF capabilities and
advanced OAM&JP functionality

o

Voice and data services that help increase revenue and attract and retain customers

o

The industry's most reliable switching platform (according to the FCCs 2001 ARMK§
Report): Nortel Networks DMS-M'fX.

o

Industry-leading audio quality and! network performance, which decreases dropped
and blocked calls, reduces system interference, and helps increase end-user satisfac
tion and loyalty.

Prof. Jean-Paul Linnartz started! his research on Multi Carrier Code Division Multiple Access

•

(MC-CDMA) in 1992 at the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences,
University of California at Berkeley. The first research results were published in 1993 at
?Il\1RC in Yokohama. This page has been compiled from material presented in
Wireless Communication, The Interactive Multimedia CD ROM.
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s.ı. NlE'IrW([J)IP&JK AJR<.CIBIIT1fJE(C1f1UU
The system provides two-way communications between Gateway Hub Earth Stations
rGHE§s) and! end-user Remote Terminals (R'Ts), with the Network Management Station
(NM§) managing the proper operation of the network. Furthermore, the GHE§s provide gate
way between the Eutelsat D§A'f 160 network and external networks (e.g. P§'fN, PABX).
Kırı. this way, any R'I' user can communicate with an end-user outside the D§A'f 160 network.

Aııııııııllntıa:ıün®rnı::ll
'Irllnte !ru!Jll!Jllilntıa:ıün@rnı::ll @ff üllnte lD)§A'Ir H@ ıa:ıır~~
0

Rural telephony:
- Single pay-phone or phone shop
- Widely spread subscribers
- Small villages (wired or wireless sub-networks)

0

Business commı..ınications using multi-channel terminals:
Connection to PABX
LAN interconnection
Voice, fax, data, email, internet access

0

Portable communications:
-• Prospecting companies
Humanitarian organisations

•
N~üw@ırik Aırtllnnü~tüunır~
Three basic elements can be distinguished in the system:
0

the single Network Management Station (NM§) is responsible for the overall

management of the network, induding resource management and monitoring and! cont
rol of the different network components.
0

the Gateway Hub Earth Stations (GHE§s) provides the interface of Eutelsat D§Al'
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160 with external networks (e.g. P§TN, PABX). There may be oırı.e or more GHE§s
in one or many countries, depending oın the network configuration. The simplest net
work topology consists of one GHE§ and several RTs forming a star. Kın this case, the
GHE§ and NM§ may be co-located and hence share the Rf front-end.
This concept can be generalised to a multistar network, where every sub-network, com
posed of a number of'R'I's, registered to their owırı. GHE§.
0

the Remote Terminals (RTs). fixed I transportable RTs are foreseen in the EUTEL

SAT D§AT 160 network. The fixed RTs provide the same basic services as the por
table RTs. In addition, by having multiple users simultaneously sharing the RT capa
city, other .more capacity demanding services, may also be supported by a fixed RT

Kırı.

the introduction to this chapter, we noted that there are two types of network links:

point-to-point links, and broadcast links. A IJl)@nıın~-~@-IJl)@nıın~ Ilnıınlk consists of a single sender oırıı
one end of the link, and a single receiver at the other end of the link. Many link-layer protocols have been designed for point-to-point links; PPP (the point-to-point protocol) and HDLC
are two such protocols that we'll cover later in this chapter. The second type of link, a lbırr@?aı«ıl=
C$1§~ Ilnıınlk9 can have multiple sending and receiving nodes all connected to the same, single,
shared broadcast channel. The term "broadcast" is used here because when any one node trans

zıits a frame, the channel broadcasts the frame and each of the other nodes receives a copy.
~emet is probably the most widely deployed broadcast link technology; we'll cover Etherin detail hı the later chapter. In this section we'll take step back from specific link layer
nocolsand first examine a problem of central importance to the data link layer: how to coor

....,a te the access of multiple sending and receiving nodes to a shared broadcast channel the
lled rnnıuııll1l:n1Jllll<e ?aıtt<e§§ [P)rr@lbıll<ernnı. Broadcast channels are often used! in Il@t?aıll area ıın<ell: w@rr!k§
...•...:_J~fa}, networks that are geographically concentrated in a single building (or on a corporate
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or university campus). thus, we'll also look at how multiple access channels are used in
LANs at the end! of this Chapter.

shared wire

(e.g. Ethernet)

We are all familiar with the notion of broadcasting, as television has been using it sin
ce its invention. But traditional television is a one-way broadcast (i.e., one fixed node transmit

::ng to many receiving nodes), while: nodes on a computer network broadcast channel can
th send and receive. Perhaps a more apt human analogy for a broadcast channel is a cocktail
arty, where: many people: gather together in a large: room (the: air providing the: broadcast me
ium) to talk and listen. A second good analogy is something many madem will be familiar
.ith - a classroom - where teachens) and studenus) similarly share the: same, single, broadcast medium. A central problem in both scenarios is that

ôf determining

•

who gets to talk (i.e.,

transmit into the channel), and when. As humans, we've evolved an elaborate set of protoco
ls for sharing the broadcast channel C'Give everyone a chance to speak"
you are spoken to. 00 "Don't monopolize the conversation.
tion. 11 "Don't interrupt when someone is speaking.

11

00

Don1t

11

speak until

"Raise yom hand if you have ques

"Don't fall asleep when someone else is

talking.").
Computer networks similarly have protocols - so-called multiple access protocols - by which
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nodes regulate their transmission onto the shared! broadcast channel. As shown in Figure 1.6
, multiple access protocols are needled! in a wide variety of network settings, including both
wired and wireless local ama networks, and satellite networks. Figure 1. 7 takes a more abs
tract view of the broadcast channel and of the nodes sharing that channel. Although technic
ally each node accesses the broadcast channel through its adapter, in this section we win refer
to the node as the sending and receiving device. Kını practice, hundreds or even thousands of

nodes can directly communicate over a broadcast channel.

ll;l =adapter

@I

lFn~unrrre JL7~ A [bırr([JJ:ın«ılre~ırntt dlıı:ınllllllllreil fünıttrerrt([Jıllllllllrerettnllllııı:1föunrr llll([JJ«lJreis\

•

•

Because al! nodes are capable of transmitting frames, more than two nodes can transmit frames at the same time. When this happens, ail of the nodes receive muhip Re frames at the same
time, that is, the transmitted! frames t([JJililn«ılre at an of the receivers. Typically, when there is a
collision, none of the receiving nodes can make any sense of any of the frames that were trans
mitted; in a sense, the signals of the colliding frame become inextricably tangled together.
hus, ail the frames involved! in the collision are lost, and the broadcast channel is wasted dur

ing the collision interval. Clearly, if many nodes want to frequently transmit frames, many
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transmissions will result in collisions, and much of the bandwidth of the broadcast channel
will be wasted.
fo order to ensure that the broadcast channel performs useful work when multiple nodes are
active, it is necessary to somehow coordinate the transmissions of the active nodes. This coor
dination job is the responsibility of the rnnıuııllıtn!)l)Ilf /illıcıc®ss !)l)ır@\t@ıc@Il. Over the past thirty yearn,
thousands of papers and hundreds of Ph.D. dissertations have been written on multiple access
protocols; a comprehensive survey of this body of work is Furthermore, dozens of different
protocols have been implemented in a variety of link-layer technologies.
Nevertheless, we can classify just about any multiple access protocol as belonging to one of
three categories: !Ciln/illIIDIIDfll !)l)lillırttTI\tll(!J)!IDil!ID~ !)l)Ir@\t(!J)!C(!J)fiS, Ir/illIIDırlJ@rnnı /ill/C/CfSS !)l)fr@\t(!J)!C(!J)ilS9 and \t/illlknıın~\tuıırr
lIDS !)l)ır@ıt@ıc@Ils.

We'H cover these categories of multiple access protocols in the following three

subsections. Let us conclude this overview by noting that ideally, a multiple access protocol
for a broadcast channel of rate R bits per second should have the following desirable character

istics:
1. When only one node has data to send, that node has a throughput of R bps.
2. When M nodes have data to send, each of these nodes has a throughput of RIM bps.
This need not necessarily imply that each of the M nodes always have an instantaneous
rate of RIM, but rather that each node should have an average transmission rate of
RIM over some suitably-defined interval of time.
3. The protocol is decentralized, i.e., there are no master nodes that can fail and bring
down the entire system.
4. The protocol is simple, so that it is inexpensive to implement.

•

Recall fırom our early discussion back in previous chapter, that Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM) and Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) are two techniques that
camı be used to partition a broadcast channel's bandwidth among all nodes sharing that
channel. As an example.suppose the channel supports N nodes and that the transmission rate
of the channel is R bps.
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l'DM divides time into ıJ:nrnın® ıfıratrnın®§ (not to be confused the u.ınit of data, the frame, at
the data link fayer) and further divides each time frame into N ıtnrnın® §für»ıt§. Each slot time is
then assiged to one of the N nodes. Whenever a node has a frame to send, it transmits the
frame's bits during its assigned! time slot in the revolving l'DM frame. Typically, frame sizes
are chosen so that a single frame can be transmitting during a slot time. Figure l.8 shows a
simple four-node l'DM example. Returning to our cocktail party analogy, a l'DM-rngufatedl
cocktail party would allow one partygoer to speak for a fixed period of time, and then allow
another partygoer to speak for the same amount of time, and! so on. Once everyone has had
their chan ce to talk, the pattern repeats.

FD1Vl:

--

1:

TDM:··

Aılsı.ots. ıciıoeıle.d 1J arededicafed·tö
a. specifiCsenqeFrep~iyerpair,.
•

l'DM is appealing as it eliminates collisions and is perfectly fair: each node gets a dedi
cated transmission rate of RIN bps during each slot time. However, it has two major drawbac
ks. First, a node is limited to this rate of R!Nbps over a slot's time even when it is the only de
with frames to send.

A second drawback is that a node must always wait for its turn in the

transmission sequence - again, even when it is the only node with a frame to send.
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Imagine the partygoer who is the only one with anything to say (and imagine that this is the
even. rarer circumstance where everyone at the party wants to hear what that one person has
to say). Clearly, TDM would be a poor choice for a multiple access protocol for this parti
cular party.
While TDM shares the broadcast channel in time, fDM divides the R bps channel into
different frequencies (each with a bandwidth of RIN) and assigns each frequency to one of the
Nnodes. fDM thus creates N "smaller" channels of R/Nbps out of the single, "larger" R bps
channel. fDM shares both the advantages and drawbacks of TDM. Kt avoids collisions and
divides the bandwidth fairly among the N nodes. However, fDM also shares a principal disad
vantage with TDM - a node is limited to a bandwidth ofR/N, even when it is the only node
with frames to send.
A third channel partitioning protocol is (C®(D](e IDlfıvfıı,ıfı@ım Munll~fı]ll)Il(e A<e<e(eı,ıı,ı ((CIDJMA},
While TDM and fDM assign times slots and frequencies, respectively, to the nodes, CDMA
assigns a different code to each node. Each node then uses its unique code to encode the data
bits it sends, as discussed below. We'll see that CDMA allows different nodes to transmit
simultane ously and yet have their respective receivers correctly receive a sender's encoded
data bits (assuming the receiver knows the sender's code) in spite of "irıterfering'ransmissions
by other nodes. CDMA has been used in military systems for some time (due its anti jamming
properties) and is now beginning to find widespread civilian use, particularly for use in ireless
multiple access channels.
Kn a CDMA protocol, each bit being sent by the sender is encoded by multiplying the
bit by a signal (the code) that changes at a much faster rate (known as the <ellnııJPllJllııım~ rate) than
The original sequence of data bits. Figure 1.9 shows a simple, idealized CDMA
oding/decoding c scenario. Suppose that the rate at which.original data bits reach the CDMA
4

encoderdefines the unit of time; that is, each original data bit to be transmitted requires one
bit-slot time.Let di be the value of the data bit for the ıth bit slot. Each bit slot is further
subdivided into M mini-slots; in figure 1. 9, M=8, although irı practice Mis much larger.

The CDMA code used by the sender consists of a sequence of M values,

Cm,

m =1

, ... ,M, each taking a+ 1 or -1 value. In the example in figure 1.9, tlheM-bit CDMA code
being used by the sender is (I, 1, I, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1).
18
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This figure shows a simple CDfflA example.sender encoding, receiver decoding
To illustrate how CDMA works, let us focus on the zth data bit, d; Foır the mth mini-

•

•

slot of the bit-transmission time of di, the output of the CDMA encoder, Zi,m, is the value of
di multiplied by the mth bit in the assigned CDMA code,

Cm:

Zı.; = di·

Cm

(Equation 1.9-1)

In a simple world, with no interfering senders, the receiver would receive the encoded bits,

Zi,m, and recover the original data bit, di, by computing:
(Equation 1.9-2)
The reader might want to work through the details of the example in Figure l. 9 to see that
the original data bits are indeed correctly recovered at the receiver using Equation L9-2 The
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world is far from ideal, however, and as noted above, CDMA must work in the presence of
interfering senders that are encoding and transmitting their data using a diff erent assigned
code But how can a CDMA receiver recover a sender's original data bits when those data
bits are being tangled with bits being transmitted by other senders. CDMA works under the
assumption that the interfering transmitted bit signals are additive, e.g., that if three senders
send a 1 value, and a fourth sender sends a -1 value during the same mini-slot, then the recei
ved signal at am receivers during hat mini-slot is a 2 (since l + 1 + l - 1 = 2). Kın the presence

of multiple senders, sender s computes its encoded transmissions, Zi,m s , in exactly the same
manner as in Equation l. 9-1. The value received at a receiver during the mth minislot of the
ıth bit slot, however, is ırı.ow the sum of the transmitted bits from an N senders during that minislot:

z.;'

=

Ds=l,N Zi,m s

Amazingly, if the senders' codes am chosen carefully, each receiver can recover the data sent
by a given sender out of the aggregate signal simply by using the sender's code in exactly the
same manner as in Equation 1.9-2: di = (JIM)

Dm=J,M

Zı; • ·

Cm

(Equation l.9-3)

Figure I.9 illustrates a two-sender CDMA example. The M-bit CDMA code being used by
the upper sender is ( 1, 1, 1, - 1, l, -1, -1, -1 ), while the CDMA code being used by the lower
sender is ( l, -1, 1, I, 1, -1, l, I). JFigure I . 9 illustrates a receiver recovering the original data
bits from the upper sender. Note that the receiver is able to extract the data from senderl in
spite of the interfering transmission from sender 2. Returning to our cocktail party ana logy,

-

a CDMA protocol is similar to having partygoers speaking in multiple languages; insuch circumstances humans are actually quite good at locking into.the conversation irrthe language
they understand, while filtering out the remaining conversations.
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Our discussion here of CDMA is necessarily brief and a number of difficult issues
must be addressed in practice. first, in order for the CDMA receivers to be able to extract out
a particular sender's signal, the CDMA codes must be carefully chosen. Secondly, our
discussion has assumed that the received signal strengths from various senders at a receiver
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are the same; this carı be difficult to achieve in practice. There is a considerable body of
literature addressing these and other issues related to CDMA; see [Pickholtz 1982, Viterbi95]
for details.

The second broad class of multiple access protocols are so-called random access
protocols. fo a random access protocol, a transmitting node always transmits at the full rate of
the channel, namely, R bps. When there is a collision, each node involved in the collision
repeatedly retran smit its frame until the frame gets through without a collision, But when a
node experiences a collision, it doesn't necessarily retransmit the frame right away. Instead U

waits

01

random de- lay before retransmitting the frame. Each node involved in a collision

chooses independent

random delays.

Because after a collision the random delays are

independently chosen, it is possible that one of the nodes will pick a delay that is sufficiently
less than the delays of the other colliding nodes, and win therefore be able to "sneak" its
frame into the channel without a collision.

There are dozens if not hundreds of random access protocols described in the literature
[Rom 1990, Bertsekas 1992]. Kn this section we'll describe a few of the most commonly used
random access protocols - the ALOHA protocols [Abramson 1970, Abramson 1985] and the
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (C§MA) protocols [Kleinrock 1975]. Later, in the chapter,
we'll cover the details of Ethernet [Metcalfe 1976], a popular and widely deployed C§MA
protocol.

••

•
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e.ı. §JL(O)'lf'lflEII}) AIL(O)IBIA
Let's begin oıuır study of random access protocols with one of the most simple random
access protocols, the so-called slotted ALOHA protocol. In our description of slotted
ALOHA, we assume the following:

o

AH frames consist of exactly L bits.

o

Time is divided into slots of size LiR seconds (i.e., a slot equals the time to transmit
one frame).

o

Nodes start to transmit frames only at the beginnings of slots.

o

The nodes are synchronized so that each node knows when the slots begin.

o

ff two or more frames collide in a slot, then all the nodes detect the collision event

before the slot ends.
Let p be a probability, that is, a number between O and l. The operation of slotted ALOHA in
each node is simple:
o

When the node has a fresh frame to sendi, it waits until the beginning of the next slot
and transmits the entire frame in the slot.

o

ff there isn't a collision, the node won't consider retransmitting the frame. (The node
can prepare a new frame for traşsmission, if it has one.)

ff there is a collision, the node detects the collision before the end of the slot. The node

o

retransmits its frame in each subsequent slot with probability p until the frame is transmitted

.

without a collision.
By retransmitting with probability p, we mean that the node effectively tosses a biased coin;
the event heads corresponds to retransmit, which occurs with probability p. The event tails
corresponds to "skip the slot and toss the coin again in the next slot"; this occurs with proba-

bility (1-p). Each of the nodes involved in the collision toss their coins independently.
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Slotted ALOHA would appear to have many advantages. Unlike channel partitioning,
slotted ALOHA allows a single active node (i.e., a node with a frame to send) to continuously
transmit frames at the full rate of the channel. Slotted ALOHA is also highly decentralized,
as each node detects collisions and independently

decides when to retransmit.

(Slotted

ALOHA does, however, require the slots to be synchronized in the nodes; we'll shortly
discuss arıurıslotted version of the ALOHA protocol, as wen as C§MA protocols; noe of
which require suchsynchronization

and are therefore fully decentralized.)

Slotted ALOHA is

also an extremely simple protocol.
Slotted ALOHA also works great when there is only one active node, but how
efficient is it when there are multiple active nodes? There are two possible efficiency
concerns here. First.as shown in figure LU, when there are multiple active nodes, a certain
fraction of the slots will have collisions and win therefore be "wasted." The second concern is

that another fraction of the slots will be empty because all active nodes refrain from
transmitting as a result of the probabilistic transmission policy. The only "unwasted" slots win
be those in which exactly one node transmits. A slot in which exactly one node transmits is
said to be a §Ull(C(C(e§:sıfüll :sıll@~ The (effi<Cn(ernıcey of a slotted multiple access protocol is defined to
be the long-run fraction of successful slots when there are a large number of active nodes,
with each node having a large number of frames to send. Note that if ırııo form of access
control were used, and each node were to immediately retransmits after each collision, the
efficiency would be zero. Slotted ALOHA dearly increases the efficiency beyond zero, but by
how much.
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This figure shows nodes 1,2 and 3 collide in the first slot.Node 2 finally succeeds in
the fourth slot, node I in the eighth slot, and node 3 in the ninth slot.
The notation C, E and S represent "collision slot", "empty slot" and "successful slot", respec-
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tively.
We now proceed to outline the

derivation of the maximum efficiency of slotted!

ALOHA. To keep this derivation simple, let's modify the protocol a little and assume that
each node attempts to transmit a frame iırı. each slot with probability p. (That is, we assume
that each node always has a frame to send and that the node transmits with probability p for
a fresh frame as wen as for a frame that has already suffered a collision.)

Suppose first there

are N nodes. Then the the probability that a given slot is a successful slot is the probability
that one of the nodes transmits and that the remaining N-1 nodes do ırı.ot transmit.
The probability that a given node transmits is p; the probability that the remaining nodes do
not transmit is (1-p)N-ı_ Therefore the probability a given node has a success is p(J-p)N-ı .
Because there are N nodes, the probability that an arbitrary node has a success is Np(J-pf-1

.

Thus, when there are N active nodes, the efficiency of slotted ALOHA is Np(l-p)N-ı . To obta
in the maximum efficiency for N active nodes, we have to find the p* that maximizes this exp
ression. And to obtain the maximum efficiency for a large number of active nodes, we take
the limit of Np*(J-p*)N-ı as N approaches infinity. After performing these calculations,

we'll

find that the maximum efficiency of the protocol is given by lie= 37.
That is, when a large number of nodes have many frames to transmit, then (at best) only 3 7%
of the slots do useful work. Thus the effective transmission rate of the channel is not R bps
but only .37 R bps! A similar analysis also shows that 37% of the slots go empty and 26% of
slots have collisions, Imagine the poor network administrator who has purchased a I 00 Mbps
slotted ALOHA system, expecting to bee. able to use the network to transmit data among a iarge number of users at an aggregate rate of, say, 80 Mbps' Although the channel is capable of
transmitting a given frame at the full channel rate of l OOMbps, in the long term, THA success

.

ful throughput of this channel will be less that 3 7 Mbps.

The slotted ALOHA protocol required that ail nodes synchronize their transmissions
to start at the beginning of a slot. The first ALOHA protocol [Abramson 1970] was actually

an unslotted, fully decentralized,

protocol. Kını so-called pure ALOHA, when a frame first

arrives (i.e., a network layer datagram is passed down from the network layer at the sending
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nodej.the node immediately transmits the frame in its entirely into the broadcast channel. ff
atransmitted frame experiences a collision with one or more other transmissions, the node will
then immediately (after completely transmitting its collided frame) retransmit the frame with
probability p. Otherwise, the node waits for a frame transmission time. After this wait, it then

transmits the frame with probability p, or waits (remaining idle) for another frame time.

'fo determine the maximum efficiency of pure ALOHA, we focus on an individual node.
We'H make the same assumptions as in our slotted ALOHA analysis and take the frame
transmission time to be the unit of time At any given time, the probability that a node is
transmitting a frame is p. Suppose this frame begins transmission at time to. frı. order for this
frame to be successfully transmitted, no other nodes can begin their transmission in the
interval of time [tO""J, tol Such a transmission would overlap with the beginning of the
transmission of node i's frame. The probability that al! other nodes do not begin a
transmission iırıı this interval is (l-pf"", Similarly, no other node can begin a transmission
while node i is transmitting, as such a transmission would overlap with the latter part of node
i's transmission. The probability that ali other nodes do not begin a transmission in this
interval is also (1-p)N-ı _ Thus, the probability that a given node has a successful transmission
is p(J-p/(N-JJ. By taking limits as in the slotted ALOHA case, we find that 'fHA maximum
efficiency of the pure ALOHA protocol is only 1/(2e) - exactly half that of slotted.Al.OlIz;
This then is the price to be paid for a fully decentralized ALOHA protocol

In both slotted and pure ALOHA, a node's decision to transmit is mad~ independently

•
of the activity of the other nodes attached to the broadcast channel. Kn particular, a node neit
her pays attention to whether another node happens to be transmitting when it begins to trans
mit, nor stops transmitting if another node begins to interfere with its transmission. Kn our cocktail party analogy, ALOHA protocols are quite like a boorish partygoer who continues to
chatter away regardless of whether other people are talking. As humans, we have human
protocols that allow allows us to not only behave with more civility, but also to decrease the
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amount of time spent "colliding" with each other in conversation and consequently increasing
the amount of amount of data we exchange in our conversations.
Specifically, there are two important rules for polite human conversation:
o

Listen before speaking. If someone else is speaking, wait until they am done. In the
networking world, this is termed ı:c1ruırırn®ır §®ımı;ınım~ - a node listens to the channel before
transmitting.

If a frame from another node is currently being transmitted! into the

channel, a node then waits ("backs off') a random amount of time and then again
senses the channel. ff the channel is sensed to be idle, the node then begins frame
transmission. Otherwise, the node waits another random amount of time and repeats
this process.
o

If someone else begins talking at the same time, stop talking. fa the networking world,
this is termed CC(!J)Ilfön@ım rtll®ti:®ı:cttfoım - a transmitting node listem; to the channel while it is
transmitting.

ff it detects that another node is transmitting an interfering frame, it

stops transmitting and uses some protocol to determine when it should next attempt to
transmit.
These two rules are embodied in the family of <C§MA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access)
and <C§MA/<Cl]) (C§MA with Collision Detection) protocols [Kleinrock 1975, Metcalfe 1976,
Lam 1980, Rom 1990] . Many variations on C§MA and C§MA/CD have been proposed.with
the differences being primarily in the manner in which nodes perform backoff the reader caırıı
consult these references for the details of these protocols. We1H study the C§MA/CD scheme
used in Ethernet in detail .Here, we'll consider a few of the most important, and fundamental,
characteristics of C§MA and C§MA/CD.The first question that one might ask about C§MA is
~

that if ali nodes perform carrier sensing, why do collisions occur in the first place. After ail, a
node win refrain from transmitting whenever it senses that another node is transmitting.

.
answer to the question can best be illustrated using space-time diagrams

•

The

[Molle 1987]. figure

1.12 shows a space-time diagram of four nodes (A, B, C, D) attached to an linear broadcast
bus. The horizontal axis shows the position of each node in space; the y-axis represents time.
At time to, node B senses the channel is idle, as no other nodes are currently transmitting.
Node B thus begins transmitting,

with its bits propagating

in both directions along the

broadcast medium. The downward propagation of B's bits in figure 1. I 2 with increasing time
indicates that a non-zero amount of time is needed for B's bits to actually propagate (albeit at
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near the speed-of-light) along the broadcast medium. At time tı (t1 > to), node D has a frame

to send. Although node B is currently transmitting at time tı, the bits being transmitted by B
have yet to reach D, and thus D senses the channel idle at tı. Kını accordance with the C§MA ·
protocol, D thus begins transmitting its frame. A short time later, B's transmission begins to
interfere with D's transmission at D. From Figure l.Lz, it is evident that the end-to-end
cellıı21ııııııııtell J]l)tr@J]l)ıaıııg21ttfoıııı <dltell21y of a broadcast channel - the time it takes for a signal to propagate
from one of the the channel to another - will play a crucial role in etermining its performance.
The longer this propagation delay, the larger the chance that a carrier-sensing node is not yet
able to sense a transmission that has already begun at another node in the network.

<]

space

===t====~

C

D
~'

ı
•

JFn~ıınırte lloliı~ §[Jl)ıaı<e~=ttfünın~ ıdlnıaımırıaımın @iı ılw@ (C§MA
This figure 1.12 shows Space-Time diagram of two CSMA nodes with colliding
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Transmissions.In

figure 1.12, nodes do not perform collision detection; both B and D

continue to transmit their frames in their entirety even though a collision has occurred. When
a node performs collision detection it will cease transmission as soon as it detects a collision.
figure L 13 shows the same scenario as in figure L 12, except that the two nodes each abort

their transmission a short time after detecting a collision. Clearly, adding collision detection
to a multiple access protocol will help protocol performance by not transmitting a useless,
damaged (by interference with a frame from another node) frame in its entirety. The Ethernet
protocol is a CSMA protocol that uses collision detection.

~
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Recall that two desirable properties of a multiple access protocol are (i) when only one
node is active, the active node has a throughput ofR bps, and (ii) whenM nodes are active,
then each active node has a throughput of nearly RM bps. The AJLOHAand C§MA protocols
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have this first property but not the second. This has motivated researchers to create another
class of protocols -- the ~~lknmı~=~unırmııı Jlllır@t({J)t({J)Il§. As with random-access protocols, there are
dozens of taking-turns protocols, and each one of these protocols has many variations.
We'H discuss twoof the more important protocols here. The first oırııe is the ]lll({J)fillnmı~ Jll)Jr({J)İ@t@Il.
The polling protocol requires one of the nodes to be designated as a "master node" (or requi
res the introduction of a new node serving as the master). The master node [Pl@Illlıı each of the
nodes ina round-robin fashion. Kn particular, the master node first sends a message to node l,
saying that it can transmit up to some maximum number of frames. After node I transmits
some frames (from zero up to the maximum number), the master node tells node 2 it can
transmit up to the maximum number of frames. (The master node can determine when a node
has finished sending its frames by observing the lack of a signal on the channel.) The
procedure continues in this manner, with the master node polling each of the nodes in a cyclic

II

manner.
The po]]ing protocol eliminates the collisions and the empty slots that plague the
random access protocols. This allows it to have a much higher efficiency. But it also has a few
drawbacks. The first drawback is that the protocol introduces a polling delay, the amount of
time required to notify a node that it can transmit If for example, only one node is active,
then the node will transmit at a rate less than R bps, as the master node must poll each of the
inactive nodes in turn, each time the active node sends its maximum number of frames. The
second drawback, which is potentially more serious, is that if the master node fails, the entire
channel becomes inoperative.

•

• The second talking-tum protocol is the tl@lk<emı=]lll~ıııınmı~ JP)Jr({J)~@ce@Il. hı. this protocol there
· s no master node. A small, special-purpose frame known as a tl@lkcemı is exchanged among the
nodesin some fixed order. for example, node I might always send the token to node 2, node 2
might always send the token to node 3, node N might always send the token to node I. When
a node receives a token, it holds onto the token only if it has some frames to transmit; otherw
ise, it immediately forwards the token to the next node. ff a node does have frames to transmit
when. it receives the token, it sends up to a maximum number of frames and then forwards
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the token to the next node. Token passing is decentralized and has a high efficiency, But

it

has its problems as well. for example, the failure of one node can crash the entire channel.
Or if a node accidentally neglects to release the token, then some recovery procedure
must be invoked to get the token back in circulation. Over the years many token-passing
products have been developed, and each one had to address these as wen as other sticky

ıssues.

•

•
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Multiple access protocols are used in conjunction with many different types of
broadcast channels. They have been used foır satellite and wireless channels, whose nodes
transmit over a common frequency spectrum. They are currently used in the upstream channel
for cable access to the Internet And they are extensively used in local ama networksd.Alvs).

Recall that a JLAN is a computer network that is concentrated in a geographical area,
such as in a building or oırı a university campus. When a user accesses the Internet from a uni
versity or corporate campus, the access is almost always by way of a LAN. for this type of
Internet access, the user's host is a node on the LAN, and the LAN provides access to the
Internet through a router, as shown in figure. The LAN is a single "link" between each user
host and the router; it therefore uses a link-layer protocol, which incorporates a multiple acc
ess protocol. The transmission rate, R, of most LANs is very high. Even in the early 1980s,
10 Mbps LANs were common; today, 100 Mbps LANs am common, and l Gbps LANs are
available.

.
••
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The broadcast channel between a user host and the router consists of one "link".
In the 1980s and the early 1990s, two classes of LAN technologies were popular in the
workplace. The first class consists of the Ethernet LANs (also known as 802.3 LANs [IEEE
1998b, Spurgeon 1999]), which are random-access based. The second class of LAN technolologies are token-passing technologies, including token ring ( also known as IBEE 802. 5
[IEEE 1998]) and FDDI (also known as fiber Distributed Data Interface [Jain 1994]).
Because we shall explore the Ethernet technologies in some detail in the next chapter, we
focus our discussion here on the token-passing lLANs. Our discussion on token-passing
technologies is intentionally brief, since these technologies have become relatively minor
players in the face of relentless Ethernet competition. Nevertheless, in order to provide

•

examples about token-passing technology and to give a little historical perspective, it is useful
to say a few words about token rings.

Kn a token ring JLAN, the N nodes of the LAN (hosts and routers) are connected in a

ring by direct links. The topology of the token ring defines the token-passing order. When a
node obtains the token and sends a frame, the frame propagates around the entire ring, thereby
creating a virtual broadcast channel. The node that sends the frame has the responsibility of
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removing the frame from the ring. FDDI was designed for geographically larger LANs (so
called! MANs, that is, metropolitan area networks). For geographically large LANs (spread! out
over several kilometers) it is inefficient to let a frame propagate back to the sending node
once the frame has passed! the destination node. FDDI has the destination node remove the
frame from the ring. (Strictly speaking, FDDI is not a pure broadcast channel, as every node
does not receive every transmitted! frame.) You can. learn more about token ring and FDDI by
visiting the 3Com adapter page [3Com].
TWT A - Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier
WM - Microwave Power Module

"'•,
.... .,

'

Galileo Avionica provides TWT As for communications and remote sensing
applications. The TWT A for communications applications are designed to operate in

ıcw,

Multi-carriers and! TDMA modes; Pulsed TWT A are available for remote sensing
applications. The TWT A is composed by a TWT (Travelling Wave Tube) and! an EPIC
(Electronic Power Conditioning), physically separated! to allow mounting on a dual
temperature controlled payload.

A new power amplifier, dubbed! WM (Microwave Power Module) is now available
for Ku- and Ka-bands giving to payload integrators cost and! accommodation benefits.
The WM includes all transponder transmit chain in a single box/Channel Amplifier, EPIC
and TWT).

•
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1957

Launch of Sputnik 1

1961

Kennedy's policy statement oırıı satellite communications

1962

Launch of'IELS'f AR.1

1962

US Congress enacts Satellite Communications Act

1964

ırN'IELSA 'I formed

1969

ırN'IELSA 'I establishes global network

1975

ESA formed

1977

EU'IELSA 'I formed

1979

Inmarsat formed

1979

Ariane's first launch (Highly successful French launch vehicle)

1983

EU'IELSA'f's

1986

Shuttle Challenger

::::
,r.:;,

first satellite enters service (ECS-l)
Disaster

(Regan administration

stops launches for one year,

backlog of satellites waiting to be launched promotes advances in Delta and Adas
...
•,,_

private launch vehicles.
1988

Pan/srrıôat first flight on Maiden Ariane-l

1990

Inmarsat launches its own satellites

1995

liCO spun off from Inmarsat

1996

Iridium starts launching its 66 satellite constellation
•

•
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Satellite categorisation is based upon the type of orbit and area of coverage. When cho
osing an orbit for a communications satellite it is generally best to avoid the regions around
the earth of intense radiation, the Van Allen belts, where high-energy particles from the sun
are entrapped by the Earth's magnetic field. Peaks of radiation occur at altitudes of around
3000-7000lkm and again at around 13000 - 20000 km where prolonged exposure can seriously
shorten the satellites' lifetime. Satellites positioned below the first peak of Van Allen radiation
are known as low earth orbit (JLEO) satellites and satellites positioned in the gaps between the
radiation belts am known as medium earth orbit (MDEO) satellites. (Silk and Bath, 1998). Kn
the early years, launch vehicles were unable to lift useful payloads into GEO and so JLEO and
MEO orbits were used. There are many compelling masons for using the GEO orbit, such as:
the ease with which ground station antenna systems can be deployed and the wide area that a
GEO satellite ca see. Thus it is still the orbit of choice for broadcast, major point to point
communications, and VSA T communication.
<Gte@i,'ıttıaıttn@mııaııry JEıaıır(tlJıı 1JlırllDntt {<GlE1Jl} satellites orbit the equator at 22,000 miles above the
earth and are the furthest away. Three GEOs can cover the entire earth's surface, and are
therefore ideal for 'fV and Radio Broadcasting and international communications.
OOn«ll«llilte lEıaıır(tlJıı 1JlırllDntt {OOJE1JJ} satellites orbit the earth at 6100 miles, requiring approximately
12 satellites to cover the earth's surface. The lower orbit allows for reduced power
requirements and reduced transmission delays. •
IL@w JEıaıır(tllıı 1JlırllDntt {ILJE1Jl} satellites orbit the earth at only 600 miles above sea level, requiring
as many as 200 satellites to provide global coverage. Due to their low orbit, these satellites
ave non-stationary orbits and pass over a stationary caller quickly. Thus requiring them to
pass calls on to other satellites as they move out of range. The low level of these satellites
means that the Earth based! transceivers can be low powered hand! held devices, such as the
new 'Iridium' satellite mobile phones. (Muller, 1998. P.423).
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IBin(\gllnily IIımtilnıme@ IEililnıı»~nt21Il Oırloi~ (]EIIEO) satellites can provide polar coverage and high
elevation angles at high latitudes while still maintaining some of the advantages of a GEO in
that the satellites have little apparent movement as seen by mobile terminals.

The following tables depict the frequency ranges used in wireless commı..ınications and
their further sub-allocations for satellite Band communications

High Frequency (HlF) 3-301\ı10Hz

(Prime Band)

Very High frequency (VHJF) 30-3001\ı10Hz

(Prime Band)
(Prime Band)

Ultra High Frequency (UHJF) 300-30001\ı10Hz

(Prospective Use)

Super High frequency (SHJF) 3-30GHz
(Also known as Microwave)

(Prospective Use)

Extremely High frequency (EHJF) 30-300GHz
(Pelton,

ı 995.

P.17)

L Band: l.5-1.65 GHz
S Band: 2.4-2.8 GHz
C Band: 3.4-7.0 GHz

••
X Band: 7.9-9.0 GHz
Ku Band: J0.7-15.0 GHz

'*

Ka Band: 18.0-3 LO GHz
(Elbert, 1997. P.9)

Existing satellite allocations of traditional bands such as C-baırııd (416GHz) and Ku-band (1114 GHz) am already heavily congested. As a result there has been considerable interest in
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higher frequencies; that is Ka-band (20130GHz) and! more recently V-band (40150GHz).
Higher frequencies not only provide considerable bandwidth, but carı employ smaller
antennas oırıı the ground and oırıı the satellite. The reason why they have not been used to-date is
that they suffer severe propagation impairments in the wet. (Crane R V. and Rogers D. V.

1998). For this reason, Ka-band is emerging as the spectrum of choice and a significant
number of planned Ka band satellites plan to use efficient onboard switching and onboard
processing rather than bent pipes (Goyal R. et al. 1999).

<ılio'1L §JEJRVJICJE§ §A 1rlEILILJI1rlE§ Cfil~N1rIL

Y (Q)JFJFJEJR

The communication services satellites can offer am vast some examples include:

Planned global broadcasts of world! events, eg World Cup
Occasional use broadcasting of major news stories
Distribution of TV channels to headends of Cable network providers
Business TV
Direct to home TV distribution
CD quality radio broadcasts
Multicasıing of Internet Information to may sites

.
International Public switched! services to distant country gateways
Provision of domestic telecommunications

•

where terrstrial infrastructure does not exist

Private leased line service
Rapid! remote site data distribution
Extending a LAN over Satellite to remote LAN s
Internation backbone links carrying Internet traffic.
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Voice, Fax, data services to the maritime, areonatautical and land mobility community
Aeronautical and Maritime distress and safety services
Vehide tracking and cargo management
Wide area paging
Wide are extension of terrestrial cellular radio
Differential correction of global positioning satellite navigation transmissions

Early provision prior to terrestrial deployment of infrastructure
Restoration of Transoceanic cables
Communications for temporary events
Emergency Services for remote locations
Communications to areas disrupted! by natura! disasters
Communications to world hot spots

.
•
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A satellite uses a radio frequency repeater, providing a relay station between a sender

and receiver. Communications satellite systems are made: up of; the earth segment, consisting
of the equipment at the: Hub and at the remote:locations, and the: space segment, the link to
and from the satellite. To communicate via satellite, the sender first converts a signal (radio,
TV, data, voice, video) into electronic form. This is transmitted or "up-linked" to the: satellite
using high powered amplifiers and antennas designed to direct the signal towards the: satellite.
After travelling 36,000km to the satellite, the transmitted signal is weak and needs to be
amplified by a "transponder" located on the satellite. A transponder is a combination of a
receiver, frequency converter and transmitter package.
Once: the signal has been amplified, and the frequency changed from the up-link frequency (to
minimise interference with the up-link), the down-link is sent back to earth. Once: the signal
reaches the ground it is received by another antenna and amplified before being demultiplexed
and sent on to it's many destinations.

Through the: use of Very Small Aperture:Terminals, satellite companies such as
Hughes have released products such as 'Direct PC allowing internet download to a single PC
to occur at speeds starting at 4/00Kbps.This is achieved by sending search request (outgoing)
8

packets over the conventional public switched network (dial-up modem, K§DN link, etc) and
receiving all incoming data through the personel V§AT antenna. The V§AT antenna that is

•

installed on-the roof, is directly connected to the PC via arı. K§A card inserted into the mother
board of the machine allowing download speeds of 4100kbps to the machine. This method has
the following advantages:
Demonstrable increases in staff efficiency and company cost savings.

Higlhı speed transmission for greater use of pictures and video.
Reception of large: files with unmatched speed and efficiency.
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Direct reception from Internet and other major information databases.
No dedicated facilities such as Tl or ISDN are required! to receive Internet information
quickly and cost-effectively (assuming use of a dial up connection for sending packet
requests).
Use of the latest iırıı High speed satellite technology.
Limited capital investment allowing individuals and small businesses access to satellite

Technology.
Windows based! applications software provides efficient interface with TCP/IP packages
and networks.
The K§A adapter card! can provide: 12Mbps Directl'C signal reception, Secure ASIC based
DE§ decryption to prevent unauthorised access. 128k memory buffer and power to the
antenna via coax cable. (Features of Directl'C).
The antenna dish is 24 inches in diameter and can be mounted in a variety of different
positions and is groı..ınded for lightning protection. The installation process is quick taking

\'•
,;;~

less then an hour. (AAP Communication Services brochure).
V§AT DAMA (Demand! Assigned Multiple Access) networks provide on-demand! toll-quality
voice, Group Ill fax and! voice-band data together with synchronous and asynchronous data
services to remote locations via satellite. This technology maximises the use of available
space segment and ground-based resources, providing bandwidth on demand. (AAPT §AT-

•

TEL Company Profile).
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Although contirıous evaluation marks the technology and practice of satellitecommuni
nication engineering.An engineering always needs the investigation and development about
own branch.hence they must be had enough angineering information.
The effects of (multipath) radio propagation, modulation, and coding and signal processing
techniques oırıı the spectrum efficiency and performance of wireless radio networks are studied, in particular Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and related transmission methods.
Kırı. a spread spectrum communication system users employ signals which occupy a

significantly larger bandwidth than the symbol rate. Such a signalling scheme provides some advantages which are primarily of interest in secure communication systems, e.g., low
probability of intercept or robustness to jamming.
Three basic elements can be distinguished in the system:
0

•....

the single Network Management Station (NM§) is responsible for the overall
management of the network

0

the Gateway Hub Earth Stations (GJHE§s) provides the interface of Eutelsat D§AT

0

the Remote Terminals (RTs). Fixed I transportable RTs are foreseen in the EUTEL
SAT D§AT 160 network.

Slotted ALOHA would appear to have qJ1any advantages. Unlike channel partitioning,
slotted ALOHA allows a single active node (i.e., a node with a frame to send) to continuously
transmit frames at the full rate of the channel.

•

LAN is a computer network that is concentrated in a geographical area, such as in a
building or on a university campus. When a user accesses the Internet from a university or
corporate campus, the access is almost always by way of a LAN. For this type of Internet
access, the user's host is a node on the LAN, and the LAN provides access to the
Internet through a router.
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A satellite uses a radio frequency repeater, providing a relay station between a sender
and receiver. Communications satellite systems are made up of; the earth segment, consisting
of the equipment at the Hub and at the remote locations, and the space segment, the lirık to

and from the satellite.

\.''•

.
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Orthogonal frequency Division Multiplexing

Digital Audio Broadcasting

Carrier Division Multiple Access

Rı1I<C>CID}8ı!IA:

Multi Carrier -Carrier Division Multiple Access

ID)§:

Direct Sequence

JIB IEJR:

Bit Error Rate

·~
~
l

lRJElD):

(ClD)RılIA:

Random Early Discard

Code Division Multiple Access
~.:·

~;~;:...

ırını Rı1IA :

Time Division Multiple Access

JFlD)RılIA:

Frequency Division Multiple Access

IFIF1I':

Fourier Trans form

ID)§:

Direct Sequence

•.
Code Division Multiple Access
RıJI(C§§:

Multi-Carrier spread-spectrum

(C§RılIA/(ClD): Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detect
<G§RıJI-:

Global System Mobile

WlClD)RılIA:

Wide Band CDMA

lElDl<GlE:

Enhanced Data G§M E
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MW='TI']Il)MA: Multi-Frequerıcy Time Division Multiple Access
Time Division Multiple Access
]Il)§A'TI' :

Digital Satellite
Single-Channel-per-Carrier
Demand Assigned Multiple Access
Pre-Assigned!Multiple Access
Spread! Spectrum Multiple Access
Virtual Private Networks

AMJP§:

Advanced Mobile JP System

GIBIIEfüı:

Gateway Hub Earth Stations
Remote Terminals

NM§:

Network Management Station
Public Switching Telephone Network
Radio frequency

MAJP§:

Multiple Access Protocols

JPJPJP:

The Point-to-Point Protocol
local area networks

.
'I[']Il)M:

Time Division Multiplexing

Frequency Division Multiplexing
(C§MA:

Carrier Sense Multiple Access

(CJD) :

Collision Detection
Metropolitan Arna Network
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Travening Wave Tube Amplifier

Microwave Power Module
Travelling Wave Tube

]E]pı(C:

Electronic Power Conditioning

R1[]pıR1[ :

Microwave Power Module

(GJE([]):

Geostationary Earth Orbit

ILJE<D>:

Low Earth Orbit

,~~°o

~\~\\\.":, "'\\\~\\\\~~"t\\\1)\\ı;:;~\ ~1\)\\

IHIIF:

High f requency

VIHIIF:

Very High f requency

1UIHIIF:

Ultra High Frequency

§IHIIF :

Super High f requency

lEIHIIF:

Extremely High frequency

lI§]D)N:

Internatiorıal Subcriber Digital Network

V§A.'If:

Very Small Aperture Terminals
~
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